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First
The 2017/2018 hunting year is here and at Swedteam, we 

continue to set new standards and lead the way towards 

more modern hunting equipment.

This year’s big news is DESOLVE®, a unique camouflage 

that is completely new to the European market, designed 

with the animal’s vision in focus. The sight of an animal 

di�ers in many ways from the sight of humans. Yet, it’s 

what we humans see, who have been dominating the 

supply camouflage hunting market for a long time – up 

until now. In the coming year, we are the first on the  

European market with exclusive revolutionary techno- 

logy, designed in three variants for three di�erent  

hunting environments – Veil, Fire™ and Zero.

The hunting year for 2017/2018 also o�ers a lot of other 

news interspersed with last year’s big favourites.  

Together with active hunters in our development team, 

we conduct tests in actual environments to ensure that 

our products perform what they promise. The objective 

is the same as always — to help hunters across Europe to 

find the right clothes for the right hunting opportunity. 

In this way, we will help you on your way to the ultimate 

hunting experience.

We’ll see you out there!

Ulf Segerqvist 

Owner and CEO, Swedteam
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It’s easy to dress 
properly with 
Swedteam 
Now it’s even easier to dress properly. This year, we have developed the range 

further and added new capabilities that optimise the hunting experience, 

but perhaps most importantly it facilitates the choice of equipment.

Pro/Classic

Do you devote yourself to active hunting 

with a strong focus on movement, or is it a 

more classic style that you are looking for? 

This year’s news makes it even easier to find 

what you are looking for when we launch the 

categories Pro and Classic. All new products 

are divided into one of these categories,  

based on fit and use.

Classic – is suitable for those who are look-

ing for clothes in a traditional style, with 

a slightly wider fit and jackets in a longer 

model.

Pro – Garments have a focus on mobility and 

ventilation. The jackets are slightly shorter 

than the Classic models, and the garments 

are specially adapted for a more active hunt.



Pocket System

Radio, GPS, dog leashes, instruments 

or extra mittens – everything has its 

place, and there is also a need for well 

thought-out storage on your garments. 

This year -following a request from our 

fans – and in cooperation with hunters, 

we developed our Pocket System. Now 

each garment has a more complete 

storage systems adapted for both right-

and left-handed shooters. Additionally, 

we have strengthened the garments 

with an even better zipper.

The three layer principal

To get the most out of your garments 

you have to combine and manage them 

properly. Therefore, you should dress 

according to the three layer principle. 

To help you along the way, we have di-

vided our products into three di�erent 

layers. Layer 1 is closest to the body and 

its main task to wick moisture away. 

Layer 2 has as its primary function to 

insulate and warm, while the layer 3 

is mainly to protect against external 

factors like snow, wind and rain.

Read more about how you can dress 

correctly on swedteam.com



DESOLVE® Camouflage with its unique 

pixel pattern, designed with animal’s 

vision in focus has been a success in the 

hunting markets of Australia and New  

Zealand. The pattern di�ers in many 

ways from traditional hunting camou- 

flage, which aroused the interest of our 

CEO Ulf Sergerqvist.

– DESOLVE® has been a complete knock-

out in the Australian and New Zealand 

markets. Now Swedteam is the first in 

Europe with this technology.

In recent years Swedteam has enjoyed 

very strong performances in Europe,  

as the exclusive supplier of DESOLVE® 

Camouflage and we hope to grow further. 

An entire concept has evolved with 

everything from jackets and pants to 

shirts and miscellaneous accessories.  

A strong belief in technology comes 

mainly from how unique it is.

– This is the first time, large and small 

pixels are mixed. This completely erases 

your contours and makes you invisible 

at any distance. There is no other camou-

flage to be found that does this.

The tradition of being first with new tech-

nologies is mainly due to the fervent  

interest in hunting found on Swedteam. 

As hunters they want, just like as the 

users, to always have the latest.

DESOLVE® Camouflage has already  

attracted a lot of attention in the European 

market and before launch, the garments 

were fully tested by Swedteam’s develop-

ment team. 

More can be found  

out about DESOLVE®  

Camouflage and the  

very latest from  

Swedteam on  

swedteam.com 

or in our social  

channels.

“This is the 
future of 
camouflage”
GORE-TEX®, Blaze and leaf camouflage – the list of technologies that 

Swedteam has pioneered in the hunting market continues to go on. 

Now it’s the time again when we at Swedteam are the first in Europe  

to present the world revolutionary DESOLVE® pattern Camouflage.



Three questions 
for Mikael Tham
Wild boar hunting expert and filmmaker Mikael 

Tham is President of Swedteams development 

team, which tests all new products in the real  

environment before they reach the market. During 

the autumn and winter, the team tested our latest 

product DESOLVE® Camouflage.

How did the tests work out? 

Very good! Before everything else, I tested the  

DESOLVE® Fire™ Anorak and it has become a great 

favourite. I see very well but the animal does not 

see me at all. I am particularly pleased with the 

anorak model because it extends halfway down  

the thigh and provides good wind protection.  

 I also tested the DESOLVE® Veil and used both  

patterns as well on passes while hunting with dogs.

What type of reactions have you had? 

The interest has been huge! I have had many 

questions, is it new, where I can get it and so on.  

It’s great fun to test new products, especially when 

the pattern is completely new to the market. 

What is it that makes DESOLVE®  

Camouflage unique? 

The pattern has a completely di�erent depth than 

traditional camouflage patterns. In DESOLVE® Veil 

there are many bright fields that breaks up an 

outline, which I had missed in earlier camouflage 

patterns that in many instances were way too dark. 

Its a really cool design as well!



Traditionally, there it has been thought that as 

long as we can disguise ourselves against other 

people, we are also invisible to the animals. 

Now DESOLVE® Deception Camouflage presents 

evidence that this is not true, by developing a 

completely unique camouflage designed with 

animal vision in focus. The pattern has been a 

success in Australia and New Zealand and is 

now making an entrance into the European  

market. In the coming year, you will find  

DESOLVE® exclusively with us at Swedteam.

Revolutionary pixel patterns that break 

up your body shape 

Camouflage itself is about so much more than 

mimicking the patterns and colours of the 

surroundings. The problem with many existing 

camouflage products is that the contrasts are 

too low. From a distance the pattern melts into 

a single colour which makes you visible to the 

animal.

DESOLVE® has instead been inspired by how  

animals camouflage themselves against each 

other, such as tigers and leopards. The colours 

are similar to the ambient surroundings, but 

instead of having twigs and leaves on the body 

such as the way human camouflage is often 

designed, these animal patterns in black, form 

a stark contrast with the fur’s main colour. 

Through the use of these patterns, body shape  

is broken up and these carnivores go unnoticed 

by their prey.

DESOLVE® functions in a similar way. The  

colours in the pattern match the area you hunt 

in, but in addition, the pattern’s main function is 

to break up your human form. It uses a unique 

pixel pattern in which interspersed small and 

large pixels form a high contrast that makes  

you invisible at any distance.

The animals vision compared to human’s 

Although we hunters spend much of our time 

trying to be invisible to the animals, there are 

probably quite a few who actually are aware of 

how an animals’ eyesight works. The eyesight 

of deer – the most commonly hunted animal in 

Sweden – is more blurry than in humans. They 

see a majority of their surroundings in 2D, like 

a flat mass of colours. The use of high contrasts 

and pixel patterns where large and small pixels 

alternate melts you into this colour, mass and 

avoids revealing your body shape.

Animals also have a di�erent colour vision than 

we humans and they cannot see red tones. This 

is also the reason why neon camouflage is a 

good solution when we humans want to see each 

other but still want to be invisible to the animals.

Revolutionary 
camouflage for a better 
hunting experience
The sight of an animal di�ers in many ways from the sight of humans.  

Yet, it’s what we humans see, which has been dominating the camouflage  

hunting market for a long time – up until now.



Human vision

Animal vision







DESOLVE® Veil
The ultimate camouflage in the forest.

The DESOLVE® Veil series uses brownish tones that are commonly found in the Nordic  

landscape. The design has sharp contrasts that trick the animal’s eye and breaks up  

your human form, making you invisible at any distance.

Veil is a versatile pattern that will work in many di�erent situations, but it is best suited  

in green surroundings such as forest or open country.
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DESOLVE® Veil

Jacket

RIDGE CLASSIC M
Long and roomy jacket in the new, unique camouflage 
DESOLVE® Veil.

With Ridge Classic, you get a jacket that is suitable for 
most hunting opportunities. Made in a quiet material and 
equipped with COVERTEX® it protects against water and 
wind. The jacket has many pockets specially designed for 
both right- and left-handed shooters. Price: €279 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-139

Size: 
46-62

Trousers

RIDGE CLASSIC M
Versatile trousers in a classic fit with a new and unique 
camouflage pattern.

Trousers in DESOLVE® Veil, made in a quiet materials 
and kept wind- and waterproof with COVERTEX®. 
Double leg pockets and great width. Suitable for most 
hunting opportunities. Price: €205 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-239

Size: 
46-62

NEW

NEW
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DESOLVE® Veil

Jacket

RIDGE PRO M
Short and slightly tighter jacket in the new, unique camouflage 
DESOLVE® Veil.

With Ridge Pro you get a jacket that is suitable for most hunting 
opportunities, but is especially good for active hunting. Made  
in quiet material and equipped with COVERTEX® it protects  
against water and wind. The jacket has many pockets  
specially designed for both right- and left-handed shooters.  
It has a slightly tighter fit. Price: €269 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-156

Size: 
46-60

Trousers

RIDGE PRO M
Versatile trousers with a new and unique camouflage pattern. 
Particularly suitable for active hunting.

Trousers in DESOLVE® Veil, made in a quiet materials and 
kept wind- and waterproof with COVERTEX®. The trousers 
have double leg pockets and has slightly tighter fit than the 
Classic version. Suitable for most hunting opportunities. 
Price: €205 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-256

Size: 
46-60

NEW

NEW
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DESOLVE® Veil

Vest

TERRA LIGHT PRO M
Lightweight vest of unique camouflage for hunting on  
land and in the forest.

Warm extra clothing in a lightweight material that takes up 
little space in the pack. Made in the DESOLVE® Veil pattern - a 
camouflage which is completely new to the Swedish market, 
designed with the animals’ vision in focus. Great to have as a 
warm layer under a jacket. The vest is reversible Veil/brown 
and has a slim fit. Price: €159 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-500

Size: 
S-3XL

NEW

T-shirt

VEIL T-SHIRT M
Short-sleeved functional sweater in DESOLVE® Veil

Made of a quick-drying, breathable material. An extremely 
lightweight alternative to long underwear, suitable for  
mobile and active hunting. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-400

Size: 
S-3XL

Sweater

VEIL HALF-ZIP M
Long-sleeved functional sweater in DESOLVE® Veil.

Lightweight and thin alternative to fleece sweater, suitable 
for active hunting and leisure. Made of a quick-drying mate-
rial with good breathability. Zipper in the neck. Price: €53 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-450

Size: 
S-3XL

Sweater

VEIL FULL-ZIP HOOD M
Comfortable hooded jacket in the camouflage DESOLVE® Veil.

Zipper front and two side pockets. Price: €79 

Fabric: 
Outside: 60% cotton 
Outside: 40% polyester

Art. no: 
60-620

Size: 
S-3XL

NEW

NEW

NEW
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DESOLVE® Veil

Accessory

GRIP VEIL M
Lightweight glove lined in DESOLVE® Veil.

Grip Veil is a thin glove with smart 
functions, like fingers with ”smart 
touch” for telephone use. They are sui-
table for all types of hunting where you 
need good grip and feel. There is a wool 
lining for extra warmth. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 50% wool 
Lining: 50% acrylic

Art. no: 
23-200

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRAB VEIL M
Thin and unlined glove with a good grip 
DESOLVE® Veil.

Thin gloves with fingers that have 
”smart touch” for telephone use. Sui-
table for all hunting where you need a 
good grip and feel. Price: €39 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
23-619

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

PHONE SLEEVE
Protective phone holder in DESOLVE® Veil.

One size. Particularly suitable together 
with other DESOLVE® garments.  
Price: €9 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-700

Size: 
One size

Accessory

VEIL CAP
Cap in DESOLVE® Veil, suitable for all 
types of hunting and leisure.

Adjustable with a velcro neck.  
Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-639

Size: 
One size

Accessory

VEIL NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf in DESOLVE® Veil.

It can also be used as a hat or mask. 
Made of unique camouflage pattern 
from DESOLVE®. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-678

Size: 
One size

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

Accessory

VEIL HOOD
Comprehensive hood DESOLVE® Veil.

A hood that covers the entire face, 
suitable for all types of hunting where 
you do not want to be seen. Made in a 
quiet material with unique patterns 
from Desolve®. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-649

Size: 
One size
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DESOLVE® Veil

Rucksack

ULTRA 75+ VEIL
Backpack in DESOLVE® Veil for hunting and recreation.

Equipped with several helpful features, such as  
weapons holders and an integrated rain cover. Flexible 
backpack with adjustable suspension, front opening, 
expandable outside pockets and adjustable lid.  
Price: €439 

Fabric: 
Outside: 60% polyester 
Outside: 40% nylon 
Inside: 50% polyester 
Inside: 50% nylon

Art. no: 
23-800

Size: 
One size

Accessory

ULTRA 1300 VEIL
Sleeping bag in a unique camou- 
flage pattern from DESOLVE®.

Warm sleeping bag with a small 
pack volume. T-Extreme -18º C. 
Tested in accordance with 
EN13537. Upper side in DESOLVE® 
Veil. Weight 1600 grams.  
Price: €165 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-900

Size: 
One size

NEW

NEW



DESOLVE® Fire™
Visible for people – invisible to the animal.

DESOLVE® Fire™ just like the other DESOLVE® patterns it is designed to fool the animal’s 

eyesight. Ungulates colour perception can be likened to colour blindness, in which tones of 

red and green are particularly di¤cult to discern. With DESOLVE® Fire™, you will be highly 

visible for hunting colleagues, but in the animal’s eyes, you are not there.
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DESOLVE® Fire™

NEW

NEW

Jacket

RIDGE FIRE PRO M
Versatile jacket in a new and unique neon camouflage,  
for those who want to be seen more easily in the forest.

A short, versatile jacket in DESOLVE® Fire™. Ridge Fire Pro is 
made of a quiet material that is wind- and waterproof with 
COVERTEX®. Good storage possibilities with several special 
pockets designed for both right- and left-handed shooters. 
Suitable for most hunting opportunities. Price: €269 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-156

Size: 
46-60

Jacket

RIDGE FIRE PRO M
Anorak with maximum visibility in new, unique  
neon camouflage.

A long, versatile anorak in DESOLVE® Fire™. Made in a quiet 
material with a slightly tighter fit, based on our popular Ultra 
Light Anorak. Easy to put on and take o¥ thanks to zippers 
on the sides. The anorak has adjustable length and several 
special pockets. The outer fabric is COVERTEX®. It is suitable 
for most hunting opportunities. Price: €269 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-168

Size: 
46-58
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DESOLVE® Fire™

Vest

FIRE DOG HANDLER VEST M
Dog leaders vest in a new, unique neon camouflage with details suitable 
for hunting with dogs.

A vest in DESOLVE® Fire™, equipped with smart features such as a  
special socket for an earpiece and large back pocket for leashes etc. 
It has a roomy fit as well as several special pockets designed for both 
right- and left-handed shooters. Made in a quiet material. Price: €125 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-194

Size: 
XS-5XL

Jacket

UMA FIRE REVERSIBLE M
Reversible fleece jacket unique camouflage pattern from DESOLVE®.

Wind- and waterproof with our proprietary WINDBREAKER® membrane. 
Works like a light and airy alternative to a shell jacket or as reinforce-
ment in the shell jacket for cold and wet weather. Choose between subtle 
green or neon orange with this reversible fleece jacket. Price: €165 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Inside: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-801

Size: 
S-3XL

NEW

NEW
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DESOLVE® Fire™

Accessory

GRIP FIRE M
Lightweight and lined glove in DESOLVE® Fire™.

Grip Fire is a thin glove with smart features, like fingers with 
”smart touch” for telephone use. Suitable for all types of hun-
ting where you need good grip and feel. It has a wool lining 
for extra warmth. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 50% wool 
Lining: 50% acrylic

Art. no: 
24-200

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRAB FIRE M
Thin and unlined glove with good grip and patterns in 
DESOLVE® Fire™.

Thin gloves with fingers with ”smart touch” for telephone 
use. Suitable for all types of hunting where you need a 
good grip and feel. Price: €39 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
24-619

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

FIRE CAP
Cap with the unique neon camouflage DESOLVE® Fire™.

Adjustable with a velcro neck. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-639

Size: 
One size

Accessory

FIRE NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf in DESOLVE® Fire™.

Can also be used as a hat or mask. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-678

Size: 
One size

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW



DESOLVE® Zero
Camouflage for cold environments.

To be able to camouflage yourself in snow and become invisible to the animal you need 

more than white clothes or white camouflage. With DESOLVE® Zero, you’ll get a camouflage 

with strong contrasts that breaks up your body shape and does not reveal your presence to 

the animal.

The pattern works best in fully or partially snow-covered fields and becomes the ultimate 

camouflage in winter and in the arctic or alpine environment.
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DESOLVE® Zero

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Jacket

RIDGE ZERO CLASSIC M
Long jacket in new, unique camouflage for cold  
environments.

Made in the DESOLVE® Zero - pattern this is a camou-
flage which is completely new to the Swedish market, 
designed with the animals’ vision in focus. The pattern 
is particularly suitable in winter or in the arctic or alpine 
environment - designed for hunting at below zero. The 
jacket has many details that make it well adapted for 
hunting, as well as special pockets designed for both 
right- and left-handed shooters. Price: €269 

Art. no: 
25-100

Size: 
46-60

Accessory

ZERO HOOD
Full hood for winter hunting.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero. 
Hides the face. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
25-649

Size: 
One size

Trousers

RIDGE ZERO  
CLASSIC M
High bib trousers in DESOLVE® Zero.

The Pattern is designed for hunting below 
zero, and is particularly suitable in the winter 
or in the arctic or alpine environment. The 
trousers have a roomy fit with braces and 
an elevated waist. They keep you wind- and 
waterproof with COVERTEX®. Price: €229 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
25-200

Size: 
46-60

Accessory

ZERO NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf for hunting below zero.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero. You can even 
use this as a hat or mask. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
25-678

Size: 
One size

Accessory

ZERO M
Camouflage glove for hunting in cold weather.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero, a unique camouflage pattern 
designed for hunting below zero. The glove is wind and water-
proof and is equipped with the trigger finger of elastic material. 
Price: €53.00 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
25-620

Size: 
S-2XL

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



Men
Innovation and tradition working together.

For us, it is important to be at the forefront and lead the way for new innovations. But with a 

long hunting tradition, it is equally important to preserve our roots. This is reflected in our 

collection, where the world revolutionary technologies are intermingled with garments of a 

more traditional style. Quality clothing for all types of hunting.
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TERRA

Quilted clothing for hunting 
and active leisure time.
Range in water-resistant materials with smart details and  

radio storage. Suitable as an extra layer for all types of hunting.

Vest

TERRA LIGHT M
Thin, lightweight protective vest.

Retains heat well and takes up little space in your backpack. 
Reversible vest with orange inside. Storage in the form of a 
radio pocket and zipped side pockets. Price: €99 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
30-400

Size: 
S-3XL

Vest

TERRA M
Classic quilted vest for all kinds of hunting.

Made of water-resistant material. The vest has a 
radio pocket and can be buttoned inside the Terra 
jacket. Price: €117 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
30-700

Size: 
S-3XL

Jacket

TERRA M
Classic quilted jacket for hunting and daily use.

The jacket has a water-resistant outer shell and smart 
features such as detachable hood, radio pocket with zip 
and hand warmer pockets with fleece lining. Combine 
with Terra vest for even better warmth. Price: €173 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
10-600

Size: 
S-3XL

Men
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ULTRA LIGHT

Super light series for active hunting and leisure.
Garments made of an easy stretch fabric are Ultra Light and are the ultimate series for mobile hunting with a lot of 

activity. Our own COVERTEX ® membrane and good ventilation possibilities keep you dry during the entire session. 

Here you will find our popular anorak.

Men
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NEW

Jacket

ULTRA LIGHT M
Lightweight hunting jacket with stretch in the outer fabric.

Jacket in silent stretch fabric with a COVERTEX® membrane. 
Spacious, functional pockets front and rear, as well as neo-
prene with adjustable cu¥s. Suitable for active hunting.  
Price: €225 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-101

Size: 
C46-C60

Jacket

ULTRA LIGHT M
Anorak with stretch fabric and adjustable length.

Quiet stretch Anorak with a COVERTEX® membrane. Smart 
construction with zippers on the sides, making the anorak 
easy to take on and o¥. Large breast pocket with flap.  
Neoprene with adjustable cu¥s. Price: €225 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-168

Size: 
C48-C58

Sweater

ULTRA LIGHT ZIP M
Lightweight and convenient extra clothing.

Warm sweater with zipper in the collar, thumb holes on 
sleeves and stretchy fleece. Excellent as an extra layer in 
combination with a garment with excellent breathability, 
or as outerwear in good weather. Suitable for all types of 
hunting but is especially good for active hunting. Available 
in two colours. Price: €65 

Fabric: 
96% polyester 
4% spandex

Art. no: 
60-100 green 
62-100 grey

Size: 
S-3XL

Trousers

ULTRA LIGHT M
Lightweight hunting trousers with 
maximum mobility.

Quiet stretch Pants with a COVER-
TEX® membrane. Stretch panels in 
the outer shell, crotch and curved leg 
provides extremely good mobility. 
The trousers have cu¥s that are 
easy to adjust and ventilation in the 
sides. Price: €153 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-201

Size: 
C46-C60

Men
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VI KAN INTE FLYTTA AXTON 
TILL SID 22 FÖR DÅ FÖRSVINNER 
HERR-INTROT, VI FÅR TÄNKA OM 

HÄR.

AXTON

The key piece of clothing for all weather.
With Axton, you get an excellent all-round garment, with a good fit and breathability and is enhanced with our own 

COVERTEX®- membranes. This year, we updated the series through improved storage capabilities with new pockets 

on both the jackets and trousers.

Men
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Jacket

AXTON GREEN M
All-round jacket for active hunting.

Versatile jacket in silent outer fabric with a COVERTEX® 
membrane. Ventilation under the arms and adjustable 
cu¥s in neoprene provides comfort and breathability. 
The jacket has been updated with dual radio pockets, 
double front pockets, a back pocket and small storage 
pocket. Detachable hood. Price: €210 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
12-118

Size: 
C46-C60

Trousers

AXTON GREEN M
Quiet and lightweight trousers for 
active hunting.

Versatile hunting trousers in silent 
outer fabric with COVERTEX® 
membrane. Enhanced at back and 
fasteners for braces at the back. 
Spacious storage with two slanted 
pockets and two leg pockets. At the 
bottom are strap adjustment around 
the rubber boot or boot. Price: €159 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
12-202

Size: 
C46-C60

Jacket

AXTON BLAZE M
All-round jacket with signal camouflage.

Versatile jacket in silent outer fabric with a COVERTEX® 
membrane. Ventilation under the arms and adjustable cu¥s in 
neoprene provides excellent fit and breathability. Storage in the 
form of a radio pocket, two front pockets, small storage pocket 
and a removable hood. Made entirely of REALTREE® Blaze 
which makes you visible. Price: €235 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
19-118

Size: 
C46-C60
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MELVIN

High comfort levels from light, supple clothing.
Melvin garments are manufactured in GORE-TEX® Paclite and have little in the way of pockets and other details 

in order to keep weight down. The range is suitable for active hunting and o�ers good protection in harsh weather 

conditions. Mesh-lined and reinforced in vulnerable areas to avoid wear and tear.

Trousers

MELVIN GREEN GORE-TEX® M
Low-noise, lightweight trousers for high mobility active hunting.

Trousers with excellent mobility and mesh lining for comfort. 
CORDURA® reinforcements in exposed areas and elevated 
back with buttons for braces. Price: €325 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
51-224

Size: 
C46-C60

Jacket

MELVIN GREEN GORE-TEX® M
Low-noise, lightweight, flexible jacket in green.

Jacket with functional pockets, ventilation under sleeves 
and adjustable cu¥s for improved fit. Great for active  
hunting and rough weather. Price: €470 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
51-149

Size: 
C46-C60
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Jacket

MELVIN X-TRA/BLAZE GORE-TEX® M
Low-noise, lightweight, flexible jacket in camouflage pattern.

Details in BLAZE for extra visibility. Jacket with functional 
pockets and adjustable cu¥s for improved fit. Great for active 
hunting and rough weather. Price: €485 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
56-148

Size: 
C46-C60

Trousers

MELVIN REALTREE X-TRA®  
GORE-TEX® M
Low-noise, lightweight trousers with excellent mobility.

Finished entirely in camouflage patterns. Lined with  
mesh for high comfort and high mobility active hunting. 
CORDURA® reinforcements in exposed areas and high 
back with buttons for braces. Price: €357 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
83-224

Size: 
C46-C60

Jacket

MELVIN REALTREE X-TRA® GORE-TEX® M
Lightweight, total camouflage jacket.

Functional pockets and adjustable cu¥s for a better fit. A quiet and 
flexible jacket that is perfect for active hunting and tough weather. 
Price: €490 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
83-149

Size: 
C46-C60
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Vest

BLAZE M
Thin, lightweight vest for extra visibility.

Camouflage pattern with black reflectors for darkness or 
tracking. Vest with front buttons, easy to pull on over jacket. 
Shoulder opening for radio antenna/cable. Price: €42 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-088

Size: 
M-XL

Jacket

DEFENDER HIVIZ M
Thin, supple jacket with ample storage.

Fabricated in low-noise, soft polyester fabric with 
COVERTEX® lining, making the jacket, wind and water 
proof. Jacket features spacious storage pockets, chest 
pockets and a large back pocket as well as holders for 
radio/GPS. Features sleeves with removable pockets for 
radio or similar items. Jacket with adjustable cu¥s and 
draw-strings in hem and collar for better fit. CORDURA® 
reinforcements in exposed areas. Price: €194 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
84-127

Size: 
M-2XL

Vest

DEFENDER HIVIZ M
Dog-handler vest with reflectors and good storage.

Fabricated in super-visible yellow with black reflectors for 
those who want to be seen both during the day and at night. 
Vest with multiple functional pockets, such as front storage 
pockets with zips and flaps, back pocket and two chest 
pockets for radio, GPS, etc. Velcro shoulder loop for antenna 
attachment. Price: €122 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
84-171

Size: 
M-5XL
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PROTECTION

Durable clothing that protects against sharp tusks.
On the following pages, you will find our popular Protection-series. With our proprietary material CONPIERCE®  

Stabproof on the inside and Vectran™ on exposed parts, you get a generous puncture protection against any wild boar 

attacks and coupled with protection against wear when used in rough terrain. GORE-TEX® Woodland lining protects 

against water and the wind. The pants have stretch panels in the back, a gusseted crotch and curved legs for more  

mobility. Spacious, functional leg pockets and vents in the back. Lengthened back with buttons for suspenders.  

Smart design in cuffs for easy adjustment of the width.

Men
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Trousers

TITAN PRO  
PROTECTION M
Our traditional wild boar trousers with 
Twaron® puncture protection.

Made with Twaron® in between the 
layers and Kevlar® on the outer layer 
for protection against tusks and use in 
rough terrain. GORE-TEX® Woodland 
lining makes the trousers windproof 
and waterproof. Stretch panels in the 
back for increased mobility. Multiple 
leg and traditional side pockets. Raised 
back with brace buttons and straps in 
the ankles. Price: €450 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
15-240

Size: 
C48-C60 
D96-D112

Trousers

PROTECTION GREEN M
Wild boar trousers with soft and supple 
puncture protection CONPIERCE®.

Outer material in Airtech® and 
Vectran™. Lined with CONPIERCE® 
Stab Proof and GORE-TEX® Woodland. 
Price: €560 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
15-260

Size: 
C46-C60 
C150-C156 
D96-D120

Trousers

PROTECTION  
REALTREE® BLAZE M
Wild boar trousers with soft and supple 
CONPIERCE® puncture protection.

Outer material in REALTREE® Polyamide 
and Vectran™. Lined with CONPIERCE® 
Stab Proof and GORE-TEX® Woodland.  
Price: €560 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
20-260

Size: 
C46-C58

PROTECTION

Men
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DOG HANDLER

The ultimate dog handler equipment.
In our Dog Handler-series, the focus is on optimising your hunting session with the dog, which permeates  

all details, with functional solutions and the choice of materials. Here you will find our dog handlers jacket 

which has been developed in close collaboration with professional dog handlers.

Jacket

DOG HANDLER JACKET NICCO M
Dog handlers jacket with a focus on tracking.

Details, functional solutions and materials are all selected to suit 
the dog handler as well as possible. Powerful and flexible jacket 
with good visibility. Also meets the requirements for the tracking 
of reflectors. Their design and location is certified according to  
EN ISO 20471: in 2013. Made with our COVERTEX® membrane to 
keep out water and wind. The jacket has removable sleeves and 
many functional pockets for radio, knife, first aid, rifle scope, etc. 
Developed in close collaboration with professional dog handlers. 
Belt sold separately. Price: €345 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
10-400

Size: 
S-3XL

Accessory

DOG HANDLER
High quality dog-handler’s belt.

Made with a clever self-locking 
buckle. Complements the Nicco 
jacket. Price: €37 

Fabric: 
100% nylon

Art. no: 
90-130

Size: 
One size

Vest

FIRE DOG HANDLER VEST M
Dog leaders vest in a new, unique neon camouflage 
with details suitable for hunting with dogs.

A vest in DESOLVE® Fire™, equipped with smart  
features such as a special socket for an earpiece 
and large back pocket for leashes etc. It has a roomy 
fit as well as several special pockets designed for 
both right- and left-handed shooters. Made in a 
quiet material. Price: €125 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-194

Size: 
XS-5XL

Accessory

PROTECTION 
SLEEVE M
Loose sleeves with puncture  
protection against wild boar.

A practical accessory for our 
popular dog handler jacket Nicco. 
Equipped with CONPIERCE®  
Protection Sleeve protects  
against sharp tusks. Price: €138 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
10-401

Size: 
S-3XL
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VIST LODEN

Hunting Classics with a twist.
With the Vist Loden, you get a functional and easy care garments made of impregnated woollen fabric, which keeps 

the heat in even in wet weather. The jacket is available in two variants, a more modern or a more classic model.

Men
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Jacket

VIST LODEN PRO M
Short jacket in a lightweight and quiet loden material.

Shorter jacket with detachable hood, elastic cu¥s and 
mesh lined sleeves. Otherwise, the jacket is unlined. Dual 
radio pockets and front zip pockets. The jacket can be 
machine washed at 30 ° on a wool program. Price: €419 

Fabric: 
80% wool 
20% polyester

Art. no: 
22-155

Size: 
C46-C60

Trousers

VIST LODEN M
Hunting trousers in a lightweight and quiet loden material.

The trousers are reinforced with CORDURA® on the knees 
for extra durability. Stretch panels at the back and curved 
legs provide maximum mobility. Leg straps and smart ankles 
to easily regulate the width. Enhanced at back and buttons 
for suspenders. The trousers can be machine-washed at 30 ° 
wool program. Price: €265 

Fabric: 
Outside: 80% wool 
Outside: 20% polyester 
Reinforcement: 100% nylon 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
22-238

Size: 
C46-C60

Jacket

VIST LODEN CLASSIC M
Classic model of a long jacket in a lightweight and  
quiet loden material.

An extra long and generous fit. They have many clever 
details such as thumb grip, dual radio pockets, detachable 
hood and mesh lining. Large storage pockets and two hand 
warmer pockets. The jacket can be machine washed at 30 ° 
on a wool program. Price: €470 

Fabric: 
Outside: 80% wool 
Outside: 20% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
22-138

Size: 
C46-C60
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TITAN

Timeless model of 
durable materials.
In our Titan series, you will find comfortable clothing made 

in AIRTECH® which is a very durable fabric that is lined with 

GORETEX® Woodland for wind and water resistance.

Trousers

TITAN CLASSIC GORE-TEX® M
Classic hunting trousers for those looking for high comfort 
and flexibility.

Heavy hunting trousers in Airtech® outer fabric with 
GORE-TEX® Woodland. Stretch the back, knees and the 
back of the knee for mobility and comfort. Spacious leg 
pockets and straps for adjustment at the ankles.  
Price: €409 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
15-236

Size: 
C48-C60 
C150-C154 
D96-D128

Jacket

TITAN CLASSIC GORE-TEX® M
Classic, timeless, extremely durable jacket.

Long and durable hunting jacket in Airtech® outer fabric with 
GORE-TEX® Woodland. The jacket has stretch panels for optimum 
mobility. Several functional front pockets and large back pocket 
with dual entry with zipper and flap. Possible adjustment at the 
waist, bottom hem and cu¥s. Price: €515 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
15-154

Size: 
C48-C68

Accessory

TITAN CLASSIC GORE-TEX®
Fully lined hood for the Titan Classic jacket.  
Price: €72 

Art. no: 
15-002

Size: 
One size
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HELAGS

Classic hunting garments with practical details.
Helags for those with high demands on comfort and user-friendliness. Garments feature practical pockets and are 

fabricated in protective material. COVERTEX®-membrane ensures protection against wind and water.

Jacket

HELAGS CLASSIC M
Hunting jacket in classic, loose fit.

The jacket has large bellow pockets, and thermal pockets 
that double as radio pockets. It is a practical jacket with 
the COVERTEX® membrane and very user friendly. 
Adjustable waist and cu¥s. Price: €265 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
48-120

Size: 
46-66

Trousers

HELAGS CLASSIC M
Classic, high-comfort hunting trousers with good breathability.

Trousers of a very strong material with the COVERTEX® membrane. 
Practical details such as spacious leg pockets with bellows, smart 
leg straps for width adjustment and CORDURA® reinforcement at the 
bottom. Elevated rear with buttons for suspenders and side ventilation. 
Price: €170 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Reinforcement: 100% nylon 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
48-220

Size: 
C46-C66 
D96-D128
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BULL

Hunting Classics in leather.
Vest and trousers in durable leather o�ering good storage  

capacity. Classic, spacious model.

WOLVERINE 

Close-fitting garments 
suitable for active leisure  
in the great outdoors.
Wolverine for those with high demands on fit and mobility.  

Garments feature stretch panels and good ventilation.

Vest

WOLVERINE M
Lightweight vest with a number of multi functional pockets.

Stretch panels in the side. Ventilation under the yoke at the 
back, provides good breathability. Sturdy front pockets and 
large back pocket allows for good storage. Lined with airy 
mesh lining. Price: €135 

Fabric: 
Outside: 55% cotton 
Outside: 45% polyester 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
16-191 brown 
17-191 green

Size: 
S-3XL

Trousers

WOLVERINE M
Functional slim-fit trousers.

Stretch panels, gusseted 
crotch and articulated  
knees provide optimum 
mobility. Has several  
functional pockets.  
Price: €120 

Fabric: 
55% cotton 
45% polyester 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
16-230 brown 
17-230 green

Size: 
C46-C58

Vest

BULL LEATHER M
Strong leather vest.

The vest has zippered storage pockets as well as a large 
back pocket with openings at both sides. Price: €215 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% leather 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
19-090

Size: 
S-4XL

Trousers

BULL LEATHER M
Classic-style leather trousers.

Storage in the form of slanted 
front pockets, thigh pockets 
and one back pocket with zip. 
Suitable for demanding  
hunting. Price: €250 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% leather 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
19-215

Size: 
C46-C60
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Men

Accessory

HAMRA
Cap for both hunting and leisure.

Hamra Cap has functional design with Velcro at the back 
to adjust the fit. Available in three colours, the same as 
Hamra set. Price: €23 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide

Art. no: 
35-640 green 
36-640 brown 
37-640 light green

Size: 
One size

HAMRA

Function and comfort for 
active hunters.
Hamra for those with high demands on function and fit. 

High level of comfort and COVERTEX®-membrane reinfor-

cing vulnerable areas. Smart design which performs well 

during active hunting.

Jacket

HAMRA M
Multi-functional jacket for demanding hunting.

Superb fit with many useful pockets. COVERTEX®- 
membrane at particularly vulnerable areas: shoulders 
and sleeves. Available in three colours. Price: €169 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
35-130 green 
36-130 brown 
37-130 light green

Size: 
C46-C60

Trousers

HAMRA M
Flexible trousers for maximum comfort.

Suitable for the active hunter who demands comfort and 
fit. Ventilation on both the inside and outside of the leg. It 
has the COVERTEX® membrane on the front of the leg up 
to the knee and the back side. Available in three colours. 
Price: €149 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
35-240 green 
36-240 brown 
37-240 light green

Size: 
C46-C60
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Trousers

ELK STRETCH M
Lightweight trousers in elastic material, 
suitable for active hunting and leisure.

Recessed leg pockets and good breath-
ablity. With its elastic material Elk 
Stretch they becomes a great asset for 
active hunting. Price: €165 

Fabric: 
Shell: 97% cotton 
Shell: 3% spandex

Art. no: 
86-225

Size: 
C46-C60

Trousers

ELK LEATHER M
Super hard-wearing moleskin classic.

Special hunting trousers with roomy 
fit. Made of moleskin and reinforced 
with skin on the entire front and 
bottom. Trousers with high back and 
buttons for braces; two front pockets 
and back pocket with zip. Price: €285 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% cotton 
Reinforcement: 100% leather

Art. no: 
86-263

Size: 
C46-C62 
C148-C156 
D96-D128

Trousers

WOMBAT M
Durable pants with good ventilation 
possibilities.

Combining both leisure and hiking 
these pants have openings for ventila-
tion and a double leg. Stretch material 
at the back and in the crotch as well 
as straps at the bottom provides for 
adjustable width and good mobility. 
Price: €119 

Fabric: 
Shell: 70% cotton 
Shell: 30% nylon 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
90-243

Size: 
C46-C58

Men
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Trousers

LYNX M
Lightweight pants with excellent fit.

Lynx has a slightly narrower fit with plenty of stretch for 
good mobility and active outdoor life. Side ventilation and 
spacious pockets with zips. Price: €112 

Fabric: 
Shell: 65% polyester 
Shell: 35% cotton 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
90-240 brown 
91-240 sand 
92-240 black

Size 
C46-C58, D100-D116 
C46-C58 
C46-C58

Vest

UMA M
Durable heat-retaining vest.

Vest with good storage, radio pocket and large zippered front 
pockets. A smooth vest that keeps you warm when the cold is 
creeping downward. Price: €115 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-850

Size: 
S-3XL

Jacket

UMA M
Functional pile jacket with smart features.

Dual radio and side pockets. Windproof and quiet jacket 
with WINDBREAKER® membrane. Price: €161 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Inside: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-800

Size: 
S-3XL
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Jacket

TORNE 2.0 FLEECE M
Lightweight and warm fleece jacket for 
all types of hunting and leisure.

A favourite with a twist! With Torne 2.0, 
you get a warm breathable fleece, with 
reinforcements in synthetic suede 
shoulders. Particularly suitable as an 
extra layer under a shell jacket.  
Price: €110 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-701

Size: 
S-3XL

Vest

TORNE 2.0 FLEECE M
Lightweight and warm fleece vest for all 
types of hunting and leisure.

A further development of our best-selling 
fleece vest. With the Torne 2.0, you get a 
jacket with good breathability, that is  
especially suitable as an extra layer 
under a shell jacket. Reinforcement of 
synthetic suede on the shoulders.  
Price: €89 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-721

Size: 
S-3XL

Sweater

ALASKA M
Warm fleece for hunting and recreation.

Functional, warm jacket for hunting 
and outdoor activities. Perfect mild 
weather jacket or layer 2 in the winter 
season. Price: €52 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-874

Size: 
S-4XL

Sweater

ULTRA LIGHT ZIP M
Lightweight and convenient extra clothing.

Warm sweater with zipper in the collar, thumb holes on sleeves 
and stretchy fleece. Excellent as an extra layer in combination 
with a garment with excellent breathability, or as outerwear in 
good weather. Suitable for all types of hunting but is especially 
good for active hunting. Available in two colours. Price: €65 

Fabric: 
96% polyester 
4% spandex

Art. no: 
60-100 green 
62-100 grey

Size: 
S-3XL

Shirt

ISAC M
Lightweight and warm fleece shirt for active hunting and leisure.

Made in a thin and quick drying fleece fabric that breathes. 
Zipper front. Dual chest pockets. Price: €53 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
05-710

Size: 
S-4XL
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Sweater

ÅNN M
Beautiful, heat-retaining, functional hunting shirt.

High neck with zip. Price: €99 

Fabric: 
70% acrylic 
30% wool

Art. no: 
60-680

Size: 
S-4XL

Sweater

POND
Functional thin v-necked top.

Pond sweater in merino wool mix, meaning soft, warm 
and lightweight. Logo on left arm. Available in three 
colours to match the Hamra range. Price: €79 

Fabric: 
50% merino wool 
50% acrylic

Art. no: 
60-670 green 
60-671 brown 
60-672 orange

Size: 
S-3XL

Sweater

LAKESIDE ZIP M
Polo-neck leisure top.

Made in durable materials with a high level of comfort. 
Functional, versatile top for active leisure, with a zipped 
high neck for extra warmth. Model with elongated back 
and cu¥s with thumb grips. Available in two colours.  
Price: €69 

Fabric: 
60% cotton 
40% polyester

Art. no: 
60-610 green 
60-611 orange

Size: 
S-3XL

Sweater

LAKESIDE M
Versatile top for active leisure.

Made from durable cotton material with a high level of 
comfort. Functional top with elongated back. Cu¥s with 
thumb grip. Available in two colours. Price: €59 

Fabric: 
60% cotton 
40% polyester

Art. no: 
60-600 green 
60-601 orange

Size: 
S-3XL
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Shirt

ALVAR M
Classic, lightweight leisure shirt in thin cotton twill.

Button-Down collar. Chest pocket with zipper. 
Price: €61 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-440

Size: 
S-4XL

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% cotton 
Lining: 100% cotton

Shirt

PERRY M
Lined leisure shirt in cotton flannel.

Push buttons made of metal. Dual chest pockets with 
flaps. Details in moleskin on the collar. The torso is 
lined with airy cotton mesh. Sleeves are unlined.  
Price: €75 

Art. no: 
05-260

Size: 
S-3XL

Shirt

SHELBY M
Lined leisure shirt in heavy cotton twill.

Push buttons made of metal. One chest pocket. The 
torso is lined with an airy cotton mesh. Sleeves are 
unlined. Price: €75 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% cotton 
Lining: 100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-261

Size: 
S-3XL

NEW

NEW
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Shirt

EDWARD M
Classic leisure shirt in thin cotton twill.

Classic check pattern. Single chest 
pocket without a cover. Price: €47 

Fabric: 
60% cotton 
40% polyester

Art. no: 
05-400

Size: 
S-3XL Fabric: 

Shell: 100% cotton 
Lining: 100% cotton

Shirt

BLAXTON M
Fully lined casual shirt in cotton flannel.

Dual chest pockets with flaps. The entire 
shirt is lined with a thin cotton fabric. 
Price: €60 

Art. no: 
05-250

Size: 
M-4XL

Shirt

LANCE M
Large patterned casual shirt cotton flannel.

Button-down collar. Dual chest pockets 
with flaps. One pocket with a pen holder. 
Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-310

Size: 
S-5XL

Shirt

BRIAN M
Casual shirt in cotton flannel.

Single breast pocket. Details in  
manchester for collar and cu¥s.  
Price: €47 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-200

Size: 
S-3XL

Shirt

RAPID M
Leisure shirt in classic look.

Two chest pockets with flaps.  
Price: €47 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
00-758

Size: 
S-3XL

Shirt

ERWIN M
Leisure shirt with two breast pockets, 
and one pen holder.

Made of cotton flannel. Button-down 
collar. Dual chest pockets with flaps. 
Price: €47 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-300

Size: 
S-3XL

Men
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Shirt

TOR M
Leisure shirt with small manchester 
corduroy details on the pocket.

Chest pocket with zipper. Made of 
cotton flannel. Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-420

Size: 
S-5XL

Shirt

EMIL M
Leisure shirt in cotton flannel with double 
breast pockets.

One pocket is equipped with a zipper for 
storage of valuables.  
Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-230

Size: 
S-4XL

Shirt

SAFARI M
Lightweight shirt with multiple pockets.

Classic fit shirt with sleeve ties and four 
practical chest pockets.  
Price: €47 

Fabric: 
65% cotton 
35% polyester

Art. no: 
00-716

Size: 
S-4XL

Shirt

TOM M
Leisure shirt in cotton flannel with  
manchester corduroy details

Dual chest pockets with flaps. Manches-
ter corduroy details on the collar, pockets 
and cu¥s. Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-220

Size: 
S-4XL

Shirt

AXEL M
Leisure shirt in cotton flannel with details 
of moleskin.

Dual chest pockets with flaps. Details in 
moleskin on the collar, cu¥s and pocket 
flaps. Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-240

Size: 
S-4XL

Shirt

FINN M
Casual shirt in cotton flannel. Slightly 
slimmer fit.

Western Inspired shoulder. Two chest 
pockets with flaps. Details of manches-
ter corduroy at the collar and cu¥.  
Price: €60 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-210

Size: 
S-3XL

Men
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Jacket

HURON M
Spacious poncho.

Made of elastic and waterproof PU-coated polyester 
fabric. The poncho has a fleece lined thermal pocket and 
flap in the front to protect the weapon and riflescope in 
the rain. Price: €85 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
82-451

Size: 
M/L 
XL/2XL

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Rain gear

HURON M
Supple rain gear for really wet days.

Good fit and smart details such as adjustable straps at the 
cu¥s. It is made of elastic and waterproof PU-coated polyester 
fabric. The trouser has a mesh upper for extra ventilation. 
Price: €99 

Art. no: 
82-473

Size: 
S-3XL

Camo set

WOOD™ LEAF CAMO M
For those of you looking for extreme camouflage.

WOOD™ Leaf Camo in low-noise material, with adjustable 
hood. Fabricated in WOOD™ leaf camouflage, the most 
extreme material when it comes to camouflaged clothing. 
Pocket with zip and carry-strap for smart garment storage. 
Price: €177 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
74-421

Size: 
S-3XL

Men
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Overall

REALTREE AP®
Lined overalls for cold night watches or 
patrols.

Overall featuring reinforced elbows 
and knees and lined with 160 grams 
of wadding. Perfect for chilly night 
watches or cold, windy drives. All-
in-one suit with long leg zips and 
COVERTEX®-membrane for protection 
against water and wind Finished in 
camouflage patterns. Price: €355 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
55-111

Size: 
S-5XL

Jacket

WOOD™ LEAF CAMO
Poncho in extreme camouflage material.

Fabricated in WOOD™ leaf camouflage, 
the material for those who want the 
most extreme camouflaged clothing 
available. Poncho with adjustable hood 
and zipped pocket with carry-strap for 
smart garment storage. Price: €124 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
74-580

Size: 
One size

Camo set

MOSQUITO EURO 
CAMO M
The ultimate mosquito protection.

Elasticated waist and ankles and 
large zipped breast pocket. Hood with 
zip-up black mesh front for mosquito 
protection. Made of 100% microweave 
polyester. Price: €71 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
38-478

Size: 
S-3XL

Camo set

REALTREE APS® SNOW M
Flexible top layer for the white season.

Low-noise, thin set equipped with storage pockets 
with flaps and zips. Jacket with two-way zip and 
trousers with side zips. For those who want to be 
camouflaged in snow. Price: €139 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
78-420

Size: 
S-3XL

Men



Lady
Not men’s garments made smaller, but clothing 
actually designed for women.

Our range for female hunters continues to grow. As a woman, finding functional hunting 

clothes with special custom sizes and fit has long been di¤cult, and we want to change that.
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AXTON

Supple, smart garments for active hunting. 
Axton Lady provides you with excellent levels of mobility and protection against water and wind from our  

COVERTEX®-membrane. Garments are particularly suitable for active hunters with high demands on function and fit.

Trousers

AXTON W
Quiet and lightweight trousers for active hunting.

Versatile hunting trousers in silent outer fabric with COVER-
TEX® membrane. Enhanced at back and fasteners for braces 
at the back. Spacious storage with two slanted pockets and 
two leg pockets. At the bottom are strap adjustment around 
the rubber boot or boot. Price: €159 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
12-220

Size: 
34-44

Jacket

AXTON W
All-round jacket for active hunting.

Versatile jacket in a silent outer fabric with a COVERTEX® 
membrane. Ventilation under the arms and adjustable cu¥s in 
neoprene provides comfort and breathability. The jacket is now 
updated with dual radio pockets, double front pockets, a back 
pocket and small storage pocket. Detachable hood. Price: €210 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
12-120

Size: 
34-44

Lady
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ULTRA LIGHT

Super light series for active hunting and leisure.
Garments made of an easy stretch fabric are Ultra Light and are the ultimate series for mobile hunting with a lot of 

activity. Our own COVERTEX ® membrane and good ventilation possibilities keep you dry during the entire session. 

Here you will find our popular anorak.

Jacket

ULTRA LIGHT W
Lightweight hunting jacket with stretchable outer fabric.

Jacket in silent stretch fabric with a COVERTEX® membrane. 
Spacious, functional pockets front and rear, as well as  
neoprene with adjustable cu¥s. Suitable for active hunting.  
Price: €219 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-401

Size: 
34-44

Trousers

ULTRA LIGHT W
Lightweight hunting 
trousers with maximum 
mobility.

Pants in a quiet stretch of 
COVERTEX® membrane. 
Stretch panels in the outer 
shell, crotch and curved leg 
provides extremely good 
mobility. The trousers have 
cu¥s that are easy to adjust 
with ventilation in the sides.  
Price: €160 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-411

Size: 
34-44

Jacket

ULTRA LIGHT W
Anorak with stretch fabric and adjustable length.

Quiet stretch Anorak with a COVERTEX® membrane. 
Smart construction with zippers making the anorak easy 
to take on and o¥. Neoprene with adjustments at the cu¥s. 
Price: €219 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
18-170

Size: 
34-44

Lady
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Sweater

ULTRA LIGHT ZIP W
Lightweight and comfortable form fitting sweater.

Warm sweater with zipper in the collar, thumb holes on 
sleeves and stretchy fleece. Ideal in combination with extra 
clothing, a garment with excellent breathability or as outer-
wear in good weather. Suitable for all types of hunting but is 
especially good for active hunting. Available in two colours.  
Price: €65 

Fabric: 
96% polyester 
4% spandex

Art. no: 
60-120 green 
62-120 grey

Size: 
34-46

Jacket

TORNE W
Snug-fitting quality fleece with pile on the inside.

Jacket features elongated back and practical large side 
pockets. Price: €99 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-710

Size: 
XS-XL

Vest

TORNE W
Versatile, smart, warm fleece vest.

Fitted vest with breast pocket and side pockets with zips. 
Double fleece with pile inside. Price: €69 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-730

Size: 
XS-XL

Lady

NEW
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Trousers

HAMRA W
Flexible trousers for maximum comfort.

Suitable for the active hunter who demands comfort and fit. 
Ventilation on both the inside and outside of the leg. It has the 
COVERTEX® membrane on the front of the leg above the knee. 
Available in three colours. Price: €149 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
35-420 green 
36-420 brown 
37-420 light green

Size: 
38-42

HAMRA

Function and comfort for active hunters.
Hamra for those with high demands on function and fit. High level of comfort and COVERTEX®-membrane 

reinforcing vulnerable areas. Smart design which performs well during active hunting.

Accessory

HAMRA
Cap for both hunting and leisure.

Hamra Cap has functional design with Velcro at the 
back to adjust the fit. Available in three colours, the 
same as Hamra set. Price: €23 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide

Art. no: 
35-640 green 
36-640 brown 
37-640 light green

Size: 
One size

Jacket

HAMRA W
Multi-function long jacket.

Jacket with many useful pockets and COVERTEX®- 
membrane at particularly vulnerable areas: shoulders 
and sleeves. Superb fit. Available in three colours.  
Price: €169 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
35-320 green 
36-320 brown 
37-320 light green 

Size: 
38-42

Lady
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MELVIN

High comfort levels from light, supple clothing.
Melvin garments are manufactured in GORE-TEX® Paclite and have little in the way of pockets and other 

details in order to keep weight down. The range is suitable for active hunting and o�ers good protection in 

harsh weather conditions. Mesh-lined and reinforced in vulnerable areas to avoid wear and tear.

Trousers

MELVIN GORE-TEX® W
Green, low-noise, lightweight trousers with excellent mobility.

Mesh lining for high comfort and high mobility active 
hunting. CORDURA® reinforcements in exposed areas and 
elevated back with buttons for braces. Price: €325 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Reinforcement: 100% nylon 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
51-224 L

Size: 
34-44

Jacket

MELVIN GORE-TEX® W
Flexible jacket for cool weather.

Mesh lining for high comfort and active hunting with a 
lot of movement. Lightweight and quiet jacket in green 
with black accents. Functional pockets and adjustable 
cu¥s for better fit. Price: €470 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
51-149 L

Size: 
36-44

Lady
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DOG HANDLER

The ultimate dog handler equipment.
In our Dog Handler-series, the focus is on optimising your hunting session with the dog, which permeates all details,  

with functional solutions and the choice of materials. Here you will find our dog handlers jacket which has been  

developed in close collaboration with professional dog handlers.

Lady
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Accessory

DOG HANDLER
High quality dog-handler’s belt.

Made with a clever self-locking buckle. 
Complements the Nicco jacket. Price: €37 

Fabric: 
100% nylon

Art. no: 
90-130

Size: 
One size

NEW

Accessory

PROTECTION SLEEVE W
Loose sleeves with puncture protection against wild boar.

A practical accessory for our popular dog handler jacket 
Nicco. Equipped with CONPIERCE® Protection Sleeve 
protects against sharp tusks. Price: €138 

Fabric: 
Outside: 80% polyester 
Outside: 20% polyurethane

Art. no: 
10-411

Size: 
S-XL

Jacket

DOG HANDLER JACKET NICCO W
Dog handlers jacket with a focus on tracking.

Details, functional solutions and materials are all selec-
ted to suit the dog handler as well as possible. Smooth 
and flexible jacket with good visibility. Also meets the 
requirements for the tracking of reflectors. Their design 
and placement, is certified according to EN ISO 20471: 
2013. Made with our COVERTEX® membrane to keep out 
water and wind. The jacket has removable sleeves and 
many functional pockets for radio, knife, first aid, rifle 
scope, etc. Developed in close collaboration with profes-
sional dog handlers. Belt sold separately. Price: €345 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
10-410

Size: 
S-XL

Trousers

PROTECTION GREEN W
Wild boar trousers with soft and supple CONPIERCE® 
puncture protection.

Outer material in Airtech® and Vectran™. Lined 
with CONPIERCE® Stab Proof and GORE-TEX® 
Woodland. Price: €560 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyamide 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
15-264

Size: 
36-46

Lady
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Fabric: 
Shell: 65% polyester 
Shell: 35% cotton 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Trousers

LYNX W
Lightweight pants with excellent fit.

Lynx Lady has a slightly narrower fit 
with plenty of stretch for good mobility 
and active outdoor life. Side ventilation 
and spacious pockets with zips.  
Price: €112 

Art. no: 
90-246 brown 
91-246 sand 
92-246 black

Size: 
34-46

Shirt

EDWINA W
Classic leisure shirt in thin cotton twill.

Form-fitting shirt with classic check pattern. Single chest 
pocket without a cover. Price: €47 

Fabric: 
60% cotton 
40% polyester

Art. no: 
05-410

Size: 
34-44

Shirt

SALLY W
Lightweight leisure shirt in thin cotton twill.

Classic shirt with a button-down collar. Small breast pocket 
without a cover. Price: €61 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
05-450

Size: 
34-44

Lady

NEW

NEW NEW
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Vest

TERRA LIGHT W
Thin, lightweight protective vest.

Retains heat well and takes up little space in your backpack. 
Reversible vest with orange inside. Storage in the form of a 
radio pocket and zipped side pockets. Price: €99 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
30-410

Size: 
S-L

WOLVERINE 

Close-fitting garments suitable for 
active leisure in the great outdoors.
Wolverine for those with high demands on fit and mobility. Garments feature 

stretch panels and good ventilation.

Vest

WOLVERINE W
Lightweight vest with a number of multi functional pockets.

Stretch panels in the side. Ventilation under the yoke, provides 
good breathability. Sturdy front pockets and a large back  
pocket allows for good storage. Lined with airy mesh lining. 
Price: €135 

Fabric: 
Outside: 55% cotton 
Outside: 45% polyester 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
16-292

Size: 
XS-XL

Trousers

WOLVERINE W
Lightweight trousers with good mobility.

Elastic material on the back, crotch and knees make  
Wolverine extra suitable for mobile hunting and leisure. With 
a recessed leg pockets and a breathable material. Price: €120 

Fabric: 
Outside: 55% cotton 
Outside: 45% polyester 
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
16-231

Size: 
34-46

Lady

NEW

NEW



Junior
The collection for young hunt enthusiasts.

Within the Swedish hunting tradition, the social aspect plays a very large role. Because  

socialising occurs across the generations, Swedteam has developed a special junior  

collection. It goes without saying, however, that our junior collection maintains the  

same supreme quality as our other collections.
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Jacket

TRAPPER JUNIOR
Durable functional jacket with camouflage pattern.

Details in REALTREE AP® Blaze for increased visibility and 
COVERTEX®-membrane for protection against water and 
wind. Zipped lower sleeves and practical cu¥s with thumb 
grip. Jacket with several spacious pockets. Detachable hood 
included. Price: €135 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
17-104

Size: 
120-170

Trousers

TRAPPER JUNIOR
Hunting trousers with smart features.

The trousers have COVERTEX®-membrane, adjustable 
ankle-cu¥s and several functional pockets. Price: €108 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
17-218

Size: 
120-170

Accessory

TRAPPER JUNIOR
Functional cap to match Trapper jacket and trousers.

Camouflaged with details in REALTREE AP® Blaze for extra 
visibility. Price: €22 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
17-642

Size: 
One size

Junior



Accessories
Equipment that makes it something special.

Warm, flexible, visible or camouflaged – how do you want your accessories? Here you will 

find a wide range, for both your needs and function for you on the lookout for the right style.
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Base set

BAMBOO M
Soft base layer in bamboo fibre.

Flexible and naturally antibacterial. Set featuring excellent 
moisture transport and FLATLOCK seams to minimise 
potential discomfort and chafing. Wash at 60 degrees.  
Price: €81 

Fabric: 
95% bamboo 
5% elastane

Art. no: 
70-800

Size: 
S-3XL

Base set

TERRY WOOL M
Thermal base layer with turtleneck.

Functional wool blend base layer, with terry on the inside. 
With excellent thumb grips, fly and zip at the neck. Polo-neck 
for extra warmth. Price: €97 

Fabric: 
50% wool 
50% polyester

Art. no: 
46-444

Size: 
S-3XL

Accessories
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T-shirt

REALTREE X-TRA® M
Long sleeved t-shirt of a functional material.

Technical t-shirt in camouflage pattern with 
excellent breathability and moisture transport. 
Suitable for use under membrane garments. 
Price: €47 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-984

Size: 
S-3XL

T-shirt

REALTREE AP® BLACK M
Quick drying t-shirt in functional material.

Lightweight and quick drying t-shirt in black 
camouflage pattern. Price: €41 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
06-200

Size: 
S-3XL

Accessories
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Accessory

HUNTER
Functional sock for hunting 
and active leisure.

High quality and great fit. 
Two-pack. Price: €25 

Fabric: 
50% wool 
30% acrylic 
15% polyamide 
5% spandex

Art. no: 
70-100

Size: 
S (37-39) 
M (40-42) 
L (43-45) 
XL (46-48)

Accessory

FUNCTION
Combined outer sock and liner  
for maximum comfort.

Excellent fit. Inner sock in  
COOLMAX® for good moisture 
transport and high comfort.  
Two-pack. Price: €25 

Fabric: 
50% wool 
30% acrylic 
15% polyamide 
5% spandex

Art. no: 
70-200

Size: 
S (37-39) 
M (40-42) 
L (43-45) 
XL (46-48)

Accessory

HAMRA
Cap for both hunting and leisure.

Hamra Cap has functional design with Velcro at the back 
to adjust the fit. Available in three colours, the same as 
Hamra set. Price: €23 

Fabric: 
Shell: 90% polyester 
Shell: 10% polyamide

Art. no: 
35-640 green 
36-640 brown 
37-640 light green

Size: 
One size

Accessory

AP BLAZE
Cap with maximum visibility.

Adjustable at the back for better fit. Cap for those who really 
want to be seen, finished entirely in REALTREE® orange  
camouflage. Price: €19.90 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
60-639

Size: 
One size

Accessory

REALTREE X-TRA AP® BLAZE
Two tone cap with blaze details.

Adjustable at the back for better fit. Light, flexible cap in 
microfabric. Camouflaged with signal orange details to 
make sure you’re seen. Price: €22 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
17-638

Size: 
One size

Accessory

CAP REALTREE X-TRA® BLAZE
Two-colour cap with short peak.

Adjustable at the back for better fit. Light, flexible cap in 
microfabric. Camouflaged with signal orange details to 
make sure you’re seen. Price: €22 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
17-643

Size: 
One size

Accessories
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Accessory

DOG HANDLER CAP
Visible cap for the dog handler.

With an adjustable Velcro neck.  
Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
80-230

Size: 
One size

Accessory

VEIL CAP
Cap in DESOLVE® Veil, suitable for all types of hunting and 
leisure. Adjustable with a velcro neck. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-639

Size: 
One size

Accessory

JAKTLEDARE
Cap with embroidered label - show who has the hunting 
team’s key position.

Made in the signal colour for added visibility. With an 
adjustable velcro neck. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% cotton

Art. no: 
80-110

Size: 
One size

Accessory

FIRE CAP
Cap with the unique neon camouflage 
DESOLVE® Fire™.

Adjustable with a velcro neck.  
Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-639

Size: 
One size

Accessory

SPORTCAP BLAZE
Sporty cap for those who want to be seen.

Cap with Velcro adjuster at rear for better 
fit. Price: €32 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-671

Size: 
One size

Accessory

SPORTCAP SPOON
All-purpose cap.

Made of natural-looking PU leather. 
Price: €32 

Fabric: 
100% PU leather

Art. no: 
00-692

Size: 
One size

Accessories

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Accessory

SIGNAL GORE-TEX® HAT
Lightweight rain hat with GORE-TEX® lining.

100% waterproof. For those who want to be seen there hat 
band in signal colour. Price: €63 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% PTFE 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-697

Size: 
56-62

Accessory

SYDVÄST COVERTEX®
Classic rain hat of modern lightweight and waterproof material.

Functional rain hat inside, ear and neck of fleece. COVER-
TEX® membrane provides excellent wind and waterproofing. 
Price: €51 

Fabric: 
Shell: 100% polyester 
Membrane: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-644

Size: 
M-XL

Accessory

KNITTED
Knitted hat in several colours.

SWEDTEAM® embroidery on the front. Thin, smooth, 
heat-retaining cap. Price: €16 

Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Art. no: 
00-652 orange 
00-653 green 
00-655 white

Size: 
One size

Accessory

REALTREE AP HD® SNOW
Warm hat with a camouflage pattern

Strong and warm hat with ear flaps. Buckle under the chin. 
Synthetic fur on the inside for extra warmth. Price: €51 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-682

Size: 
M-XL

Accessory

SWEDTEAM®
Knitted hat for you who want to be seen.

Large SWEDTEAM® logo on the front. Reversible hat with 
orange inside for extra visibility. Suitable for hunting as 
well as leisure activities. Price: €22 

Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Art. no: 
80-300

Size: 
One size

Accessories
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Accessory

VEIL NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf in DESOLVE® Veil.

It can also be used as a hat or mask. Made of unique 
camouflage pattern from DESOLVE®. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-678

Size: 
One size

Accessory

VEIL HOOD
Comprehensive hood DESOLVE® Veil.

A hood that covers the entire face, suitable for all types of 
hunting where you do not want to be seen. Made in a quiet 
material with unique patterns from Desolve®. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-649

Size: 
One size

Accessory

ZERO NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf for hunting below zero.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero. You can even use 
this as a hat or mask. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
25-678

Size: 
One size

Accessory

ZERO HOOD
Full hood for winter hunting.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero. Hides the face. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
25-649

Size: 
One size

Accessory

FIRE NECK GAITER
Versatile scarf in DESOLVE® Fire™.

Can also be used as a hat or mask. Price: €20 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
24-678

Size: 
One size

Accessory

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Functional bu� in three colours.

Multi-use scarf, which protects against wind, cold, sunburn 
and dust. Made of 100% high-tech polyester microfibre.  
Sold in a three-pack with di¥erent colours to suit di¥erent 
surroundings and di¥erent degrees of visibility. Price: €23 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-678

Size: 
One size

Accessories

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Accessory

REALTREE AP® SNOW
For those of you who want to hide your face and blend 
in with a snowy landscape.

Finished in white camouflage patterns. Price: €27 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
78-649

Size: 
One size

Accessory

EUROCAMO
Cap that keeps mosquitoes away.

Adjustable at back for better fit. The surround netting 
keeps flies, gnats and mosquitoes out. Price: €26 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
38-648

Size: 
One size

Accessory

HW GREEN
Lightweight camouflaged hood.

For those of you who want to melt into 
the background. Price: €21 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-648

Size: 
One size

Accessory

LEAF CAMO WOOD™
Leaf-camo hood.

Drawstring for a good fit.  
Price: €31 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
74-647

Size: 
One size

Accessory

LEAF CAMO WOOD™
Leaf-camo mask for ‘disappearing’.

Velcro adjustable back for a better fit. 
Price: €24 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
74-649

Size: 
One size

Accessories
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Accessory

VEIL
Powerful suspenders with  
camouflage pattern and  
leather fasteners.

Made in new camouflage 
DESOLVE® Veil. 50 mm wide. 
Price: €34 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-915

Size: 
One size

Accessory

CLIP
Powerful suspenders with 
metal clips.

Extra plastic coating on the in-
side of the clip to avoid dama-
ge to trouser fabric. Adjustable 
length. 50 mm. wide. Price: €34 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-914

Size: 
One size

Accessory

LEATHER STRAP
Powerful suspenders with  
leather fasteners

Two leather straps in front and 
one behind. Adjustable length. 
50 mm. wide. Price: €34 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-912

Size: 
One Size

Accessory

CLIP
Animal Patterned braces with 
clips

Extra plastic coating on the in-
side of the clip to avoid damage 
to trouser fabric. 35 mm. wide. 
Price: €34 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-909

Size: 
One size

Accessory

STRETCH
Stretch belt in three colors.

Supple belt with buckle fabricated in unique, 
innovative material, making it both silent and 
hard-wearing. Price: €43 

Fabric: 
100% nylon

Art. no: 
90-100 black 
90-110 green 
90-120 orange

Size: 
One size

Accessory

DOG HANDLER
High quality dog-handler’s belt.

Made with a clever self-locking buckle.  
Complements the Nicco jacket. Price: €37 

Fabric: 
100% nylon

Art. no: 
90-130

Size: 
One size

Accessory

LEATHER
Classic belt made of leather.

Buckle in metal. 40mm. wide. Price: €43 

Fabric: 
100% leather

Art. no: 
00-558

Size: 
S-2XL

Accessories

NEW
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Rucksack

ULTRA 75+ VEIL
Backpack in DESOLVE® Veil for hunting and recreation.

Equipped with several helpful features, such as weapons 
holders and an integrated rain cover. Flexible backpack 
with adjustable suspension, front opening, expandable 
outside pockets and adjustable lid. Price: €439 

Fabric: 
Outside: 60% polyester 
Outside: 40% nylon 
Inside: 50% polyester 
Inside: 50% nylon

Art. no: 
23-800

Size: 
One size

Accessory

ULTRA 1300 VEIL
Sleeping bag in a unique camouflage pattern from DESOLVE®.

Warm sleeping bag with a small pack volume. T-Extreme -18º 
C. Tested in accordance with EN13537. Upper side in DESOLVE® 
Veil. Weight 1600 grams. Price: €165 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-900

Size: 
One size

Accessory

GAITERS
Water-resistant close-fitting gaiters.

Elasticated below the ankle with a zipper in the front, 
drawstring at the top and a buttoned cover. Made of a strong 
watertight polyester, with an adjustable strap under the sole 
of the boot to make for an excellent fit. Price: €62 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-496

Size: 
L-XL

Accessories

NEW

NEW
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Rucksack

HIKER CAMO
Comfortable stool backpack with a  
camouflage pattern.

Water resistant backpack with exterior made of 
camouflage material. Fibre material for extra 
weapon protection. SWEDTEAM® Air Flex  
System provides a ventilating function for  
the back part. The bag has a thermos pocket  
on the inside and waterproof bottom. Seat 
height 57 cm. Volume about 38 liters.  
Next GI Price: €129 Veil Price: €149

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-582 Next G1 
23-582 Veil

Size: 
One size

Rucksack

BACKBONE CAMO
Water resistant camouflage backpack  
with smart weapons storage.

Available both in SWEDTEAM® MollTec™ 
and camouflage patterns. Has multiple 
storage pockets, such as a specially  
designed weapons storage as well as 
mesh pockets for small items. Holds 
about 46 liters, of which the weapons 
pocket holds about 9 liters.  
Camo Price: €215  
MollTec™ Price: €209

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-598 Camo 
00-576 MollTec™

Size: 
One size

Rucksack

HIKER MOLLTEC™
Comfortable stool backpack for hunting 
and other outdoor activities.

Water resistant backpack with exterior 
made SWEDTEAM® MollTec™, and addi-
tional rifle protection in fiber material. 
SWEDTEAM® Air Flex System provides a 
ventilating function for the back part. The 
bag has a thermos pocket on the inside 
and waterproof bottom. Seat height 57 cm. 
Volume about 38 liters. Price: €128 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-572

Size: 
One size

Rucksack

CLASSIC MOLLTEC™
Classical stool backpack for hunting  
and recreation.

Water resistant sack with outer surface 
SWEDTEAM® MollTec™, ideal in the  
forest and countryside. Fibre material  
for extra weapon protection. Sack and 
stool can be separated. Seat height  
47 cm. Holds approximately 36 liters. 
Price: €108 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-574

Size: 
One size

Rucksack

SOFT ROLLTOP
A lightweight backpack with an  
ingenious closure.

Quiet and flexible backpack in water-
proof SWEDTEAM® MollTec™. Roll Top 
for adjustable packing volume.  
Removable bird bag included.  
Weight 1.65 kg. Volume 34-46 liters. 
Price: €164 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-600

Size: 
One size

Accessory

SNURREBOCKEN
Stool cushion with a swivel function.

Rotating seat that fits most backpack 
stools. A cushion of heat insulating 
material. Price: €91,50 

Art. no: 
00-570

Size: 
One size

Accessories

NEW
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Rucksack

TRACKER  
MOLLTEC™
Lightweight and flexible  
backpack for many uses.

Small and lightweight back- 
pack with shoulder straps in thin  
mesh. Padded back plate for extra 
stability. Exterior is made of 
SWEDTEAM® MollTec™ a water-
proof material. Holds 5 liters.  
Price: €71 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-586

Size: 
One size

Rucksack

TRACKER CAMO
Lightweight camouflage back-
pack with an integrated water 
bottle.

Small and lightweight back-
pack with shoulder straps 
in the thin mesh. Padded 
back plate for extra stability. 
Complete with 1.5 liters water 
holder. Sack volume 5 liters. 
Price: €85 

Fabric: 
100% polyester 

Art. no: 
00-580

Size: 
One size

Accessory

VEIL
Practical waist-bag in camouflage pattern.

Made with a special padded compartment with a 
draw-string for your water bottle. For those who think 
backpacks easily get too heavy.  
Next GI Price: €64 Veil Price: €69

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-587 Next GI 
23-587 Veil

Size: 
One size

Accessory

GREEN
Practical waist-bag in low-noise material.

Versatile waist bag of SWEDTEAM® MollTec™. Padded 
special compartment with drawstring water bottle. 
Suitable for you who thinks the rucksack is a little too 
much. Price: €61 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-589

Size: 
One size

Bag

WP 95L
Durable bag with good storage.

Water-resistant bag with reinforced 
bottom for extra durability. Camo- 
pattern in strong material with  
multiple smart pockets. Tailored to 
your hunting needs. Price: €110 

Fabric: 
100% polyamide

Art. no: 
00-150

Size: 
95L

Bag

WP HUNTING STORAGE
Hunting bag with multiple smart pockets.

Camouflaged bag in a strong and dura-
ble material. Partitions inside provides 
intelligent storage. The bag has several 
practical pockets Neoprene GPS, anten-
nas and batteries. The exterior is made  
of waterproof material. Price: €135 

Fabric: 
100% polyamide

Art. no: 
00-151

Size: 
75L

Bag

WP MULTI PURPOSE
Smart all-purpose bag to keep important 
items dry.

Made of waterproof material, strong 
with reinforced bottom for extra  
durability. Price: €29 

Fabric: 
100% polyamide

Art. no: 
00-152

Size: 
4L

Accessories

NEW
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Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 50% wool 
Lining: 50% acrylic

Accessory

GRIP VEIL M
Lightweight glove lined in DESOLVE® Veil.

Grip Veil is a thin glove with smart func-
tions, like fingers with ”smart touch” for 
telephone use. They are suitable for all 
types of hunting where you need good 
grip and feel. There is a wool lining for 
extra warmth. Price: €45 

Art. no: 
23-200

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRIP FIRE M
Lightweight and lined glove in  
DESOLVE® Fire™.

Grip Fire is a thin glove with smart 
features, like fingers with ”smart touch” 
for telephone use. Suitable for all types 
of hunting where you need good grip 
and feel. It has a wool lining for extra 
warmth. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane 
Lining: 50% wool 
Lining: 50% acrylic

Art. no: 
24-200

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRAB VEIL M
Thin and unlined glove with a good grip 
DESOLVE® Veil.

Thin gloves with fingers that have 
”smart touch” for telephone use. Suitable 
for all hunting where you need a good 
grip and feel. Price: €39 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
23-619

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRAB FIRE M
Thin and unlined glove with good grip and 
patterns in DESOLVE® Fire™.

Thin gloves with fingers with ”smart 
touch” for telephone use. Suitable for all 
types of hunting where you need a good 
grip and feel. Price: €39 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
24-619

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

PHONE SLEEVE
Protective phone holder in  
DESOLVE® Veil.

One size. Particularly suitable together 
with other DESOLVE® garments.  
Price: €9 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
23-700

Size: 
One size

Accessory

GRAB M
Thin hunting glove with good grip.

Thin, unlined glove. Adjustable wrist 
for optimal fit. Upper side in camouflage 
pattern and the palm in PU for the best 
grip. Price: €33 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-619

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessories

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Accessory

GRIP GREEN M
Lightweight and lined hunting glove 
with a good feeling.

Lightweight and flexible glove. Wool 
lining for extra warmth. Inner hand 
PU provides good grip. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
Lining: 100% 
wool

Art. no: 
08-200

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRIP CAMO M
Camouflage gloves with thin lining  
and good grip.

Lightweight and flexible glove. Wool 
lining for extra warmth. Inner hand 
PU provides good grip. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
Lining: 100% wool

Art. no: 
08-100

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GRIP DRY M
Waterproof hunting glove with thin 
lining and good grip.

Lightweight and flexible glove. Water- 
proof HIPORA® membrane in this  
model. Wool lining for extra warmth. 
Inner hand PU provides good grip.  
Price: €66 

Fabric: 
Lining: 
100% wool

Art. no: 
08-300

Size: 
M-2XL

Accessory

GREEN M
Combined glove and warming mitten  
for cold days.

Storage in the form of slanted front 
pockets, thigh pockets and one back 
pocket with zip. Trousers in genuine 
leather, delivered uncut (+ 10 cm).  
Price: €56 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
30-636

Size: 
S-2XL

Accessory

GRIP GREEN W
Waterproof hunting glove with thin 
lining and good grip.

Lightweight and flexible glove. Wool 
lining for extra warmth. Inner hand 
PU provides good grip. Price: €45 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
08-400

Size: 
S-L

Accessory

GREEN DRY M
Warm and waterproof gloves with  
smart details.

Made of very light and flexible mi-
cro-mesh and lined with Thinsulate™ for 
extra warmth. The HIPORA® membrane 
protects against water and wind. It has 
an extra reinforced grip for the trigger 
finger and is made of quiet and flexible 
stretch material. Price: €56 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
30-620

Size: 
S-2XL

Accessories
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Accessory

FLEECE HOOD M
Combined glove and mitten in warming 
fleece.

Reinforced with details in synthetic 
leather and lined with Thinsulate™. The 
glove has cut fingers with a hood that 
can be pulled over. Suitable for those 
who want to have good mobility and 
warmth of the mitten. Price: €23 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
00-642

Size: 
S-XL

Accessory

REALTREE AP® SNOW 
DRY M
Warm snow-camo winter glove.

Wind-and water-resistant with extra 
reinforced grip. Low-noise glove for  
really cold days, with smart features 
such as the trigger finger manufactured 
in low-noise, supple stretch material. 
Price: €53 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
78-620

Size: 
M-XL

Accessory

THINSULATE™ HOOD M
Warm, multi-purpose fingerless gloves.

Made of acrylic and lined with Thinsu-
late™ for extra warmth. Reinforced with 
synthetic suede in the hand for good 
grip. The glove has cut fingers with a 
hood that can be pulled over. Suitable for 
those who want to have good mobility 
and the warmth of a mitten. Price: €22 

Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Art. no: 
00-608

Size: 
M-XL

Accessory

REALTREE AP® SNOW 
THINSULATE™ M
Snow-camo combined glove and warming 
mitten.

Low-noise, thin set equipped with storage 
pockets with flaps and zips. Jacket with 
two-way zip and trousers with side zips. 
For those who want to be camouflaged in 
snow. Price: €53 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
78-636

Size: 
S-XL

Accessory

CAMO DRY M
Warm camouflaged glove.

Made of lightweight and flexible micro- 
mesh. Lined with Thinsulate™ for extra 
warmth and HIPORA® membrane to 
keep out water and wind. The glove has 
enhanced grip and the trigger finger is 
made of a quiet and flexible stretch  
material. Price: €56 

Fabric: 
Outside: 100% polyester 
Inside: 100% polyurethane

Art. no: 
62-620

Size: 
S-XL

Accessory

WOOD™ LEAF CAMO M
Leaf-covered top and good grip.

Camouflaged glove with elasticated 
cu¥s. Extra reinforced grip. Price: €37 

Fabric: 
100% polyester

Art. no: 
74-632

Size: 
M-L

Accessories
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INFORMATION

Material & Technologies.
Keep up to date with the latest functional materials with our simple guide.

GORE-TEX®

Products with GORE-TEX® material combine 

durable water and wind protection with optimal 

breathability; numerous products o¥ering the 

best possible protection and comfort.

VECTRAN™

Extremely durable fibre used to protect garments’ 

most exposed parts.

NEXT G1®

Tried and tested pattern from American Next,  

specially developed for natural autumn colours.

CORDURA®

Durable material used primarily for reinforcement 

on exposed surfaces and pockets.

KEVLAR®

Extremely durable fibre, five times stronger than 

steel. Primarily used for exposed surfaces.

COOLMAX®

The leading comfort solution for maintaining high 

comfort during physical activity. Polyester fibre 

transports moisture away from the skin to the outer 

layer where it evaporates. 

TWARON®

Protective woven material worn beneath the outer 

layer as extra protection against sharp tusks, for 

example. As much as 20 % stronger than KEVLAR®.

WINDBREAKER®

Membrane developed by Gore providing complete 

wind protection and excellent breathability.

HIPORA®

Wind and waterproof material with high performance 

breathability. Used primarily as warming insulation in 

gloves and mittens.

MOLLTEC™

Light, flexible, reduced noise material developed  

by Swedteam specially for rucksacks.

THINSULATE®

Warming insulation with good breathability for 

garments and footwear. Developed by 3M.

REALTREE®

Pioneers in disguise/camouflage o¥ering 

solutions for all types of hunting, environments 

and seasons.

COVERTEX®

Our proprietary membrane with excellent 

performance properties for water and wind 

protection and comfortable breathability.

CONPIERCE®

Our proprietary protective material for wild boar 

trousers. Assures against bites or puncture from 

other sharp objects.

DESOLVE® FIRE™

A unique camouflage pattern with high visibility 

that makes you invisible to the animal but readily 

visible to other people. With a high contrast in its 

pattern and a colour that the animal has di²culty 

seeing, you become di²cult to detect.

DESOLVE® VEIL

Unique camouflage patterns designed with a 

focus on animal vision. The use of high contrast 

and colours found in the environment makes 

your body shape is di²cult to discern DESOLVE® 

Veil is particularly suitable in the forest.

AIRTECH®

Swedish developed outer shell with superb 

wind and water repellent properties.

YKK®

The garment is fitted with YKK zippers.

PRIMALOFT®

High-tech fibre for insulation of di¥erent types of 

garments. Low weight yet with a high insulating 

capacity. Good breathing properties.

DESOLVE® ZERO

A unique camouflage pattern with high contrast, 

designed with the animal’s vision in mind.  

Designed for hunting in totally or partially  

snow-covered areas.

Information
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Glove-care advice. 

If you have gloves with breathable materials such as  

GORE-TEX® or similar, then you should avoid impregnation 

with silicone. A silicone application clogs the pores so that its 

breathing ability is impaired. 

Wipe the gloves at room temperature, avoid open fire, radiator 

and drying cupboards. Not only leather becomes worse when 

you dry it in heat, but artwork will also deteriorate. 

Do not use lined gloves inside out. Linings, insulation and 

the membrane can be di¤cult to put back in place. 

All gloves have a shooting finger in thin stretch fabric, are 

designed as functional gloves for hunting and leisure and 

certainly not as work gloves.

INFORMATION

Symbols.
Keep up to date with the latest functional materials with our simple guide. Make use of our symbols to give you a rapid  

overview of a product’s specific qualities and primary areas of use.

LOW VISIBILITY

Camouflaged garment to help the wearer blend 

into the background.

LOW-NOISE MATERIAL

Garment gives o¥ a minimum of noise.

  LAYER 1

Inner layer – garment aimed at providing 

warmth and transporting away moisture. 

WIND RESISTANT

Garment is windproof.

  LAYER 2

Middle layer – extra warmth, protection  

against climate and weather. 

 EXTRA PROTECTION AGAINST COLD

Garment developed for cold and wintry conditions.

BREATHABLE MATERIAL

The material has good breathability.

BREATHABLE MATERIAL WITH A MEMBRANE

The garment is breathable and has a waterproof membrane 

on the inside that is permeable to water vapour.

  LAYER 3

An outer layer — often for the wind and 

waterproofing of clothing. Can be adapted 

to the activity and weather conditions.

100 % COTTON

High comfort, soft feel.

EXTRA HARD-WEARING

Garment developed for high durability. 

 WATERPROOF

Garment is waterproof.

LEATHER

The garment is made of leather.

REMOVABLE HOOD

Hood can be attached/detached according to need.

 MULTIPLE POCKETS

Garment has many useful pockets.

HIGH VISIBILITY

Garment can be seen particularly well.

Information
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INFORMATION

Washing and care instructions.
So that your garments will work well for a long time, it is important to take care of them properly. Here we have prepared 

information about washing and care instructions applicable to each material. Many garments have a mixture of di�erent 

materials, so it is always best to follow the washing and care instructions found on the inside of the garments.

We recommend that you never use fabric softener when washing clothes – it’s better for both the function of these  

garments and also for the environment.

GARMENTS WITH A MEMBRANE  

(GORE-TEX®, COVERTEX® ETC.)

In order to maintain the membrane’s function, 

you need to wash your clothes regularly. 

Follow the washing instructions on the 

garments carefully. Here it is especially 

important not to use fabric softener because 

it seals the pores of the garment. Close the 

zipper, loosen the elastic cords and fasten all 

Velcro tabs before washing. On clothing with 

a membrane, the outer material is impregnat-

ed with a water repellent agent that breaks 

down during use. With regular washing and 

impregnation of the garment, you will get the 

maximum use of your technical garment.

FLEECE

When washing fleece, the recommendation 

is to wash your garment inside out to keep it 

in excellent condition for as long as possible. 

Follow the washing instructions.

BAMBOO

Bamboo is naturally antibacterial and odour- 

inhibiting and therefore it does not need to be 

washed after each use. It can easily be used  

2 or 3 times before washing. However, we  

recommend that you air the garment after 

each use. The garment cannot be dried in the 

tumble dryer. Follow the washing instructions.

ULL

To extend the life of your woollen garment 

special detergent should be used when wash-

ing. Follow the washing instructions and 

hand wash garments which are not labelled 

with Superwash or washing machine. Wool 

fibre repels dirt. It can be used 3 or 4 times 

before washing, but it is important that you 

vent the garment following use. 

BOMULL

Cotton garments are wash-resistant and 

durable. You can iron them while they are still 

damp to get the best result. 

POLYESTER

Polyester is the material used mostly in func-

tional garments. A durable material used in 

most of the outer fabric and the lining in our 

garments.

ELASTAN

It can also be called as spandex or lycra. 

With elastane, it is important to follow the 

washing instructions carefully. If garments 

with elastane are exposed to higher tempera-

tures than specified the elastane fibres begin 

to breakdown and the garment can lose its 

elasticity. Even fabric softener can damage 

the threads and make them relax so that the 

garment will lose its elasticity.

POLYAMIDE/NYLON

Polyamide often occurs under the name nylon 

which is the trade name for polyamide. It is an 

elastic, durable and quick-drying material that 

does not crease. It cannot be tumble dried and 

should not be dried in direct sunlight.

LEATHER

Leather is a durable and pliable material that 

with correct management becomes more 

beautiful with time. It is recommended that 

you clean your leather products at least once 

a year. This can be done with a damp cloth 

and a mild soap. Then wipe with a clean 

damp cloth. After cleaning, it is important to 

hydrate the leather with oil, which is applied 

with a lint-free cloth on a clean surface. Let 

the oil sink in for a couple of hours and then 

wipe away the excess fat. Avoid keeping your 

leather products in direct sunlight, as this 

both bleaches and dries them out. 

DRYING

Most garments tolerate one minute’s spin 

drying. Some garments may also be tumble 

dried, as indicated by this symbol. Garments 

made of, or containing, wool must never be 

tumble dried. The crossed symbol means do 

not tumble dry. 

These drying symbols may also 

occur. From left to right: Hang dry,  

drip dry and dry flat.

MACHINE WASH

May be machine-washed at the given tem-

perature. Washing machine to be half-full. 

Spin for no more than one minute. Spin for 

no more than 30 seconds in a separate spin 

drier. A line under the tub means wash with 

extra care. 

 

HAND WASH

Hand wash only at max 40º C. Ensure that 

washing agent is dissolved before immer-

sing garment. Do not soak or allow to lie in 

water; coloured garments may run. Do not 

rub or wring garment. This symbol mean 

that the garment is not suitable for washing 

with water. 

IRONING

The iron symbol means that the garment 

may be ironed. The dots inside the iron indi-

cate ironing temperatures: One dot no higher 

than 110º C; two dots no higher than 150º C. 

The crossed symbol means do not iron.

BLEACHING

Means that the garment cannot be bleached.

DRY CLEANING

The symbol means that the garment must 

be dry cleaned. The di¥erent letters denote 

the type of dry-cleaning. The crossed symbol 

means do not dry clean.

THANKS

Many thanks to our exclusive partners: 

Landrover, Meindl, Lafayette and Sauer.

Information
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SIZE TABLES

JACKET – MEN

MODEL PRO M:

EU 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

UK 36 UK 38 UK 40 UK 42 UK 44 UK 46 UK 48 UK 50

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

Garment measurements: 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136

MODEL CLASSIC + OTHERS M:

EU 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

UK 36 UK 38 UK 40 UK 42 UK 44 UK 46 UK 48 UK 50 UK 52 UK 54 UK 56

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL

Garment measurements: 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144 148 152

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

NECK SIZE: 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 45-46 47-48 49-50

TROUSERS – MEN

MODEL M:
EU 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

UK 31 R 32 R 34 R 36 R 38 R 40 R 42 R 44 R 46 R 48R 50R

Garment measurements: Waist 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132

Inner seam 79 80 81 82 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

EU 148 150 152 154 156

UK 32 L 34 L 36 L 38 L 40 L

Garment measurements: Waist 84 88 92 97 102

Inner seam 85 86 87 88 89

EU D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120 D124 D128

UK 36 S UK 38 S UK 40 S UK 42 S UK 46 S UK 50 S UK 54 S UK 58 S UK 62 S

Garment measurements: Waist 90 94 98 103 108 114 120 126 132

Inner seam 76 77 78 79 79 80 81 81 81

JACKET – LADY

MODEL W:

EU 34 EU 36 EU 38 EU 40 EU 42 EU 44 EU 46

UK 8 UK 10 UK 12 UK 14 UK 16 UK 18 UK 20

FR 36 FR 38 FR 40 FR 42 FR 44 FR 46 FR 48

XS S M L XL

Garment measurements: 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

TROUSERS – LADY

MODEL W:

EU 34 EU 36 EU 38 EU 40 EU 42 EU 44 EU 46

UK 8 UK 10 UK 12 UK 14 UK 16 UK 18 UK 20

FR 36 FR 38 FR 40 FR 42 FR 44 FR 46 FR 48

XS S M L XL

Garment measurements: Waist 72 76 80 84 88 92 96

Inner seam 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

JACKET/TROUSERS – JUNIOR

MODEL JUNIOR:

EU 120 130 140 150 160 170

7 YRS 8-9 YRS 10 YRS 12 YRS 13 YRS
14-15 
YRS

Jacket: Garment measurements: 94 98 102 106 110 114

Trousers: Waist 58 62 66 70 73 76

Inner seam 52 58 64 70 76 80

Size tables

For complete dimensions see swedteam.com

We reserve us from printing errors or changes of models. Find all the latest information at swedteam.com



SWEDTEAM® AB 
Box 5040, SE-514 05  
Länghem, Sweden

info@swedteam.com 
www.swedteam.com
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